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INTRODUCTION

Chemical and structural evidence indicates that alkyl 
substitutents (having hydrogen on alpha carbon) on a 
carbon-carbon double bond act as electron donors to the 
pi-system. In valence bond language this electronic 
interaction is known as no-bond resonance or 
hyperconjugation.



Structural requirements of  
hyperconjugation:

Any organic species can show hyperconjugation 
phenomenon if  it will fulfil following conditions: 

(1) Compound should have sp² hybrid carbons of  alkene, 
arene, carbocation or free radical.

(2) Alpha carbon with respect to sp2-hybrid carbon should 
have at least one hydrogen and hybridisation of  a carbon is 
sp³.



Thus hyperconjugation is of  three types:

(i) σ(C-H), conjugation : This type of  conjugation occurs in 
alkenes and alkyl substituted aromatic compounds.



(ii) σ(C-H), positive charge (vacant p-orbial) conjugation: This type 
of  conjugation occurs in alkyl carbocations.



(iii) σ(C-H), odd electron (incomplete-p-orbital) 
conjugation: This type of  conjugation occurs in alkyl free 
radicals.





According to the valence bond theory 
there is no covalent bond between carbon 
and hydrogen in the resonating structures. 
From this point of  view, hyperconjugation 
may be regarded as “no bond resonance”. 
Actually the hydrogen atom is not free 
from the carbon. 



Above resonating structures only suggest that (i) 
there is some ionic character between C-H bond 
and (ii) carbon-carbon double bond acquires some 
single bond character. From the above resonating 
structures one can very easily conclude the 
following rules :

Number of  resonating structures = (Number of  a     

-hydrogens + 1)   





In alkyl free radicals overlap takes place between 
molecular orbital of  C-H bond and incomplete 
orbitals of  the adjacent carbon atom. Here the 
extended orbital encloses the two carbons and one 
hydrogen.





Similarly in alkyl carbocations, hyperconjugation is regarded as an 
overlap of  the C-H, sigma molecular orbital and the vacant p-
orbial of  the positively charged carbon atom. Here the extended 
orbital formed holds the two carbon atoms and the hydrogen atom 
together



Resonating structures of  a given free radical possess the 
same number of  covalent bonds. Similarly resonating 
structures of  a given carbocation also possess the same 
number of  covalent bonds. Hyperconjugation in which 
resonating structures possess same number of  covalent 
bonds is known as isovalent hyperconjugation.

Physical and chemical properties of  compounds, in which 
hyperconjugation phenomenon can be possible, can be 
explained by hyperconjugative effect.
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